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Abstract 

Literature is the noble avenue to explore the past, analyze the present and creates the future. It is 

gifted as that of a drug in diverse society. Postcolonial literature is not the representative of a 

sumptuous renaissance but a vagrant sunrise, arising of Immigrants. Critical theories are eminent 

boons to create divergent effect in our perception. They widen minds to tuber shoot literary works in 

different perspectives. According to Wilber Scott, Psychological approach helps to explain fictitious 

characters in work of art. Word speaks one’s actions, action reveals one’s life but psyche reflects the 

genuineness in both action and word. Manju Kapur’s Immigrant reflects the experience of 

Immigrants. Life in a new world can be accepted as an incarnation because of sophisticated life and 

well advanced accessibility, still reminiscence of the past will create a new world of hope and dread. 

Nativity cannot be replaced by mere well-furnished life. Segregation is more pathetic than advanced 

life. Here in the novel, the novelist not only reflects the minds of immigrants but also brings out the 

condition of native’s tradition in foreign lands. Marriage is always a question mark for an immigrant 

because in the case of immigrants, survival takes the place of love and relationships. The novel 

picturizes immigrants as a pendulum from home country to immigrant country.  The novel also acts as 

a stage to reveal the segregation of people and the adaptive nature of the immigrant.  
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Literature is the noble avenue to explore the past, analyzes the present and creates the future. It is 

gifted as that of a drug in diverse society. According to Moslund in his book Migration Literature and 

Hybridity, “Post colonialism is, admittedly, an important element of the overall element of the 

twentieth century as the age of wandering” (Migration Literature and Hybridity, 11).Postcolonial 

literature is not the representative of a sumptuous renaissance but a vagrant sunrise, arising of 

immigrants. Immigrants, a group who came forward to abandoned their identity and uniqueness for 

the sake of daily bread and better anticipation. This is one of the fabric concert of the postcolonial 
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writers. A single work of art is inhalable to any victim of multi-disciplines because of its eccentric 

quality. Segregation of ideas from the work of art is balanced by one‟s perception. Critical theories 

are eminent boons to create divergent effect in our perception. They widen minds to tuber shoot 

literary works in different perspectives.   

Visualizing art through the specs of Psychological Approach is a remarkable modern technique to 

scrutinize any genre. Psychological approach helps to explain fictitious characters in work of art. 

Word speaks one‟s actions, action reveals one‟s life but the psyche reflects the genuineness in both 

action and word. Manju Kapur‟s the immigrant reflects the experience of Immigrants. By examining 

the psyche of immigrants in the novel, a vivid picture of interaction of traditional culture within the 

culture of an adopted alien land and transformation in the inherited tradition and culture of 

immigrants is manifested. According to Dr. Ram Sharma in his article Immigrant Experiences in 

Manju Kapur’s Novel “ the immigrant”, “The Immigrant experience is a composite one made up of 

collectivities, multiple journeys, still points and border crossing. Experiences are shaped by economic 

positions, personal skills and political relationship between country of origin and of adoptions” (156). 

Life in a new world can be accepted as an incarnation because of sophisticated life and well advanced 

accessibility, still reminiscence of the past will create a new world of hope and dread. Nativity cannot 

be replaced by mere well-furnished life. Segregation is more pathetic than advanced life. Segregation 

is not an outcome of physical distance but also out of difference in culture and tradition. Ananda in 

the novel underwent such an experience in his life. He became a victim in the fate of life. 

From the moment of his birth Ananda had been surrounded by the ritual of his caste. Before 

he left home, his parents did their best to reinforce the practice of a lifetime. He was a 

Brahmin, his body must never be polluted by dead flesh. Low caste boy in the college hostel 

must try and tempt him towards non-veg, cigarettes and alcohol. Should he deviate from the 

pure habits they had instilled in him, his mother‟s heart would break. (14) 

After the death of his parents, he was forced by his uncle to come to Canada where he had settled for 

past twenty years. According to his uncle, Canada is the best place for fresh starting because it is full 

of opportunities. He also states that, “India does not value its minds-unlike here. Otherwise you think 
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we are not patriots? But there even the simple task of daily life can bleed you dry” (18). Ananda was 

astonished by the empty spaces in Canada and begins to distinguish the contradictory condition of 

India.   

“Where are the people? Repeated Ananda. 

„Always the first thing to strike our country men, laughed the uncle „You will get used to 

it”(19). He also began to feel homesick because of western food and lifestyle. Though he pretended to 

like them, he was moved by his past life. He explained to his cousin that, “In India we had a maid to 

do all this” (21), when he has to remade his bed. Indianness in him made him to say that he will be 

repaying the money that his uncle offered to pay for his admission in Dental School. “I will pay you 

back uncle‟, he murmured. You had to learn fast in the West, it was sink or swim, and Ananda was 

trying out his strokes”(24).Difference in behavior and mind is always a strain to an immigrant. Here 

Ananda sensed difficulty to survive in a foreign land. Though he sensed difficulty in survival, he 

cannot give up because, even his nostalgia implies a deep sense of loss and pain. This picturizes the 

psyche of an immigrant that searches reasons to survive when someone is compelled to withstand.  

Dr. Sharma acknowledges himself as the citizen of the world. He even puts forward a suggestion 

before Ananda to live like a cosmopolitan, 

Look at me Dr. Sharma often said, pretending Ananda had a choice of where to place his gaze 

„look at me I am a citizen of the world‟ in other words, every summer they went to Europe. In 

Rome, Florence, Paris, Venice, London, Amsterdem, Munich, in art galleries, theaters, and 

museums he exposed his family to the finest artefacts of western civilization”. (26) 

Though his words are thought provoking, Ananda could see a heart that longs to inculcate inborn 

tradition in Dr. Sharma‟s life and his future generations. During Holi and Diwali festivals Ananda got 

an opportunity to read his uncle‟s psyche from his words, “Twenty years ago there was no India cub. I 

am one of the founding members. I realized that if I forget everything of mine, then who was I? When 

the children came, it became even more important to keep in touch” (28). Form the words of his 

uncle, Ananda either finds the fabrics of uncle‟s psyche and also sweetness in midst of his past loss.  
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Ananda would have preferred not to know when Diwali and Holi feels. With his parents he 

had eaten special foods on fast days, prayed with them before the gods on Janamashtami, 

Dussehra, Diwali, Ram Navami, Holi and hundred other smalleroccasions. There was no way 

he could replicate any ceremony on his own, he preferred complete rejection. (27) 

Through Nina, the novelist expresses the discomfort that a woman has to undergo in foreign land. The 

culture and the life style may become a reason for losing their confident and ends in a dilemma. 

According to Nina, 

Immigrant fly across the oceans they shed their old clothing, because cloths makes the man, 

and new ones help ease the transition. Men‟s clothing has less international variation, the 

change is not so drastic. But women who are used to wearing western cloths find them self in 

a dilemma. (152) 

Here the novelist not only reflects the minds of immigrants but also brings out the condition of 

native‟s tradition in foreign lands.  

Marriage is always a question mark for an immigrant. In case of immigrants, marriage is fixed not on 

the basis of relationship but on survival. When Ananda thinks about his marriage, he too raises 

questions about his life with a local native girl. Even his Uncle‟s family advises him, “If Ananda 

marries a local girl, he would find himself in a difficult situation. When one comes to a new country, 

one has to come wholeheartedly otherwise one could be very miserable „he was not telling Ananda 

what to do, all he was saying was that the boy should think about it” (36). In Canada, wives have to 

share equal freedom and responsibility, otherwise the couple cannot survive. This scrutinizes how 

survival takes the place of love and relationships.  

Manju Kapur depicts Nina, the wife of Ananda as a tool to explicit the psyche of an immigrant. Nina 

cries and feels homesick as she is alone and her only companion is books. “It has been a month, and 

she was keen to set down roots that would make her feel more at home. In India these relatives had 

seemed peripheral, more tourist that family. 

Now her perception has changed. She wanted to be close to them” (132).These lines indicate the 
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space that prevail in people‟s relationship. In Canada, people have no time to share to maintain 

relationships, everyone is after making money. Nina even gets confused when she had an extra 

marital affair with Anton. Now she could discriminate the difference in marriage. This made her to 

think about the condition of native women who sacrifice their life for the sake of her husband. Her 

thought made her to finalize her condition as an alien in both lands. Here, the novelist represents the 

immigrants as a pendulum from home country to immigrant country. Bhabha in his book The 

Location of Culture, he depicts the above mentioned condition as a bridge “between home and the 

world” (Bhabha, 13).The novel also acts as a stage to reveal the segregation of people and the 

adaptive nature of the immigrant.  

Immigrants always have their own story of pain and torture. Even though the immigrants are tortured, 

they are not against welcoming fresh immigrants. This mentality is not because of inhumanity, but out 

of mercy. Yes, it is Nina‟s mercy that made her to think that the poor people from her country should 

be migrate to Canada, where there is peace and open spaces. Here Manju Kapur indirectly presents in-

depth psyche of the immigrants. According Satendra Nandan in his essay “The Politics of 

Dispossession and Exile”, he suggests the psyche of the immigrant as,  

One is dislocated from one world, but is connected to so many others. Suddenly they become 

closer to one‟s own. The writer then tries to find new ways of being human, new ways of 

redefining his humanity, new ways of recognizing his humanity, new ways of recognizing his 

inseparable humanity with others. (20) 
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